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“WHEN WE GO
TO SHOWS MY
DAUGHTER KNOWS
IMMEDIATELY IF
IT’S A CLAY PAK Y
LIGHT.”
PIO NAHUM
Clay Paky was a lighting leader from the beginning, and although the
company went through some difficult times, it is now back on top. Under
the new ownership of Osram, Jerry Gilbert caught up with industry veteran,
Pio Nahum, who now lies at the helm of the Clay Paky, to find out what
brought him back to the company, and everything in between...
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Pio with Paky at SIB, Rimini in 1995

Entertainment lighting giant, Clay Paky, is on the verge of one of the most
significant events in the industry’s history, just months after being taken over by
Osram.
We are not talking about the next generation of compact beam lights or framing
spots but the opening of the Museum of Modern Show Lighting (MOMS). So
fastidiously has it been curated that it includes such seminal items as an early endof-the-70s Cameleon Telescan, the first moving mirror followspot, and vintage VariLite, which debuted on Genesis’ Abacab tour. Speaking of followspots the visitor
will already have passed a classic Strong Supertrouper dating back to 1956 and the
LX3 oilwheel projector that marked Pasquale ‘Paky’ Quadri’s arrival in the disco
industry in 1976 (coincidentally the same year that I first set foot in this coruscating
world, feeling like I had just walked off the edge of the planet).
As the lighting industry slowly metamorphosed from sealed beam halogen lamps
(GE4515 Par 36 pinspot) into metal halide, Clay Paky was scattering beams
across dancefloors from ‘Astro’ prefixed, rapidly rotating motorised spheres and
hemispheres which by 1983, the first year a dedicated Italian disco show appeared
in Rimini, were already becoming classics: Astroraggi, Astrospider, Astrodisco.
Better still, Nick Archdale has donated a vintage Wholehog desk, redolent of those
golden days in London’s West Ealing ‘commune’ where Chameleon Lighting, and
the SpotCo and DLD Productions, which Archdale ran with Andy Neal, contrived
to kick start the rave scene and help open up the market for Clay Paky’s later
magnum opus, the automated Golden Scan, which introduced stepper motor
technology to the industry.
Alongside it, the first all encompassing DMX lighting controller OSKA, scavenged
from a London nightclub and believed to be the only one still in existence, had
been gifted by one of its designers, Mick Martin. At last, all-in-one DMX desks
would run the mash-up of moving lights rather than a battery of individual dedicated
‘piano’ controllers to drive this aerial lighting attack - ordnance that would have
brought envy to Rick Wakeman. These, and the fruits of the intervening years, are
enshrined in a museum now nearing completion.
However, it would be little more than a sideshow if it didn’t underline the
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determination of Clay Paky’s new owner, Osram, and new CEO, Pio Nahum to
preserve the heritage of the industry. As we walk back in time along the mazy
Yellow Brick Road, the famous movie aphorism ‘we’re not in Kansas anymore’
springs to mind. But it was another adage, where Pio once stated his absolute
certainty that Clay Paky represented “the past, present and future in show lighting”
that seemed most apt. More than just a casual soundbite, Clay Paky has provided
the soundtrack to the industry.
The ever affable Pio can also reflect on something of a mazy life along Italy’s A4
Autostrada between Milan and Bergamo. Yet when Clay Paky was in its darkest
hour between 2000-2004, facing possible extinction following the failure of
StageLine to ignite the market - coupled with a costly move to a 10,000 sq metre
facility at Seriate, the commune of Paky’s birth - Pio was working with Danish
competitor, Martin Professional.
Both companies are today in corporate ownership and it is interesting to compare
the new branding of ‘Martin by Harman’ with the slightly more formal and respectful
‘Clay Paky: An Osram Business’, in which it is destined to become one of the most
important companies in the Munich company’s Specialty Lighting segment.
Pio, now into his seventh decade, and fifth month at the helm of the company,
will manage the transition and keep a firm hand on the tiller from behind his desk.
Secretly he can’t wait to be gladhanding and motivating back on the world circuit,
where today he is the industry’s most familiar face. His second shift at Clay Paky
will undoubtedly be his last.
When I last visited the company in 2011 its fortunes were back in full spate.
After the ‘perfect storm’ of StageLine, over-engineered and way too bulky on
the one hand, and arriving too late in the ‘moving body’ firmament, fortunes had
turned dramatically with the launch of the sophisticated Alpha range of moving
body fixtures, and notably the Alpha Beam 300. This established a new trend
in compact, fast and super-concentrated narrow beams and rapidly turned the
world on its head. I was then treated to the next generation - an emotional Sharpy
lightshow, delivering 1,500W from a 189W Philips lamp source - which reminded
me just how far attempts to produce mid-air coherent light via a tight parallel
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Pio and his wife

beam had come with the evolution of optics and discharge sources.
A miracle of micro-engineering, Sharpy further propelled the company’s fortunes
into the stratosphere but rather than sit on its laurels, the company has continued
to innovate, with a new series of LED and discharge products, B-EYE, Stormy,
SuperSharpy and Mythos, fabulous nomenclature even if they do sound more like
killer cocktails than industrial lighting pieces.
Clay Paky’s marketing guru, Davide Barbetta recalled his own emotional response
to seeing a super-concentrated beam effect to replace the conventional Spot or
Wash. “Shows needed another aerial effect; the projection effect until then had
been the cyc but Alpha Beam 300 showed that a third way was now possible
through the air and this was the first beam moving light on the market, much
superior and smaller than the conventional ACL. The Sharpy further combined the
most important aspects of a solid parallel beam while the SuperSharpy is three
times more powerful than that!”
Between Alpha Beam 300 in 2008 and Sharpy in 2010, Pio had arrived back in
the company - in January 2009 - following four years at architectural company
Targetti Poulsen, where he had been tasked with setting up its new LUCEVIVA
solid state lighting division. This had been a frustrating period largely because Pio
discovered that the industry was not as fast moving as his experience at either
Martin Professional, where he spent nearly a decade between 1996-2005, or his
first tenure at Clay Paky, between 1989-96.
His departure from the entertainment lighting world had resulted from a meeting
at the Light+Building exhibition in Frankfurt. It was also at the time when Color
Kinetics was growing rapidly before Philips bought the brand and wanted to
form a European connection via Targetti. “LED could have made a big impact in
the architectural lighting world but it became too difficult because architectural
companies couldn’t embrace it quickly enough and didn’t know how to handle
electronics,” remembered Pio. “After Martin and Clay Paky I couldn’t survive in
such a static environment.”
His reunion with Pasquale Quadri, an extremely proud and private man, who
inhabited a world of formal convention and old values despite his background as a
musician, took place in 2008. “We had not spoken to each other, and we shook
hands politely. When I left the first time around, there had been no real problem
between us, I just needed a new challenge. But I think he had seen it as [an act
of] treason when I went to Martin Professional, and although I had a wonderful
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time there I cannot say that Martin Professional was in my heart in the same way; I
could not work back there.”
He walked back into exactly the same commercial director role as he had vacated
all those years previously. “But first I needed to be sure I was making the right
decision, and what convinced me that the company was back on the right track
was the Alpha Beam 300 because it was such an innovation, this tiny fixture, with
sophisticated engineering and I could see this had huge potential to exploit.”
It is probably no coincidence, therefore, that in the five years since 2008 Clay
Paky’s revenues virtually doubled.
History was about to repeat itself. For when Pio originally joined the company in
1989 he had been able to steer a company embedded in a nightclub industry that
was fast running out of steam into a new world of touring that had hitherto been
dominated by Vari-Lite.
Fifteen years before Alpha Beam 300, Pasquale Quadri’s epiphany in the new
microprocessor age had been a programmable product called Golden Scan that
emerged from the Brilliant range, and which caught the start of the incipient rave
era. Regarded at the time as a ‘happy accident’ by the time the Mk3 version had
been produced the touring community had shown its willingness to embrace a
product whose roots were in disco, the word that dared not speak its name.
“Golden Scan 3 had carry handles and was designed for touring, it was more
rugged and came in black rather than stainless steel, with safety chains and PFC,”
remembered Pio. “It was the absolute turning point.”
He had been quick to initiate himself into the recondite world of entertainment
lighting, and it would undoubtedly have provided a real culture shock after working
at Michelin in Milan, and prior to that as international sales manager for a medical
instrument company.
“I had no idea about clubs and went from the world of black tyres to that of black
clubs. The day before I left Michelin I was at the HQ in Milan where there were
thousands of colleagues in a multi-storey office and a lift man to take you up. Next
day I was in Pedrengo with 18 employees and the language was Bergamasco! But
I lived in Bergamo and I just didn’t want to commute anymore.
“I had wanted to join a corporate where I could learn about how to do business, but
then work in a small company where I could put it to good use.” However, it has
been the degree in nuclear engineering with which he graduated that has served
him best over the years.
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What does he remember about those early times? “I was the only salesman
at Clay Paky and I had the world in front of me. I had to go worldwide and find
new customers, but there was no technical documentation with the product: the
catalogue was a collection of pictures with no description.” Pio quickly changed
that, drawing on his engineering background to produce firm technical data and
setting up training initiatives.
The sales ratio of 70% domestic and 30% export was about to tilt dramatically. “I
was already internationally minded from my previous roles, and I found that none
of the customers had ever been visited by anyone from Clay Paky. In those days
orders came in through the fax machine and payment was required in advance. But
Paky wanted to expand internationally. It was fertile ground and it was a booming
market so it wasn’t too difficult a task.”
One of his most notable accomplishments was fomenting the partnership with
Ken Sewell at Pulsar, leading to the establishment of various CP&P franchises at
a time when the Cambridge company was supplying the electronics. “Pulsar was
a supplier of PCBs for Golden Scans and controllers that were complementary
such as Masterpiece, which matched perfectly with Golden Scan. So we started
to travel together.” Via Claude Lanos they set up CP&P France, Lightpower’s
Ralph Wezorke bought into the initiative in Germany as did the Nordic countries
and Hong Kong. “And because Clay Paky was such a big investor in tradeshows
people were queuing to see the lightshows [generally orchestrated by Carl Dodds
and John Lindsell]. Marketing wise it was a powerful deal and the concept survived
until I left.”
In fact the challenge he left Clay Paky for resulted in a fairly futile year in 1995
spent with a company making pneumatic valves and actuators, buried in the
underbelly of industrial automation. Then he met Peter Johansen at a tradeshow,
knowing that the company had floated on the Danish Stock Exchange a few
months earlier. The two men talked and he accepted the role of marketing director.
Once again his task - and biggest achievement - was to steer a stone-ground
disco company into the grown-up world of professional show lighting, although this
time he was shorn of his trademark moustache.
“When I arrived at Martin Professional it was a DJ product company, producing
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Roboscan and Pro 400 exclusively for the club industry. Then Peter made the
MAC and there was a radical diversification into touring along with the PAL 1200
scanners.
“Then one Saturday night [in 1998] I was sitting at home in Bergamo and received
a call from the CFO at Martin Professional, and he said on Monday morning I had
to be in Denmark for a board meeting. And so the following day, a Sunday, I drove
from Bergamo to Aarhus and they announced the change of management, which
led to Peter’s departure. “A few days later Kristian Kolding was appointed and my
relationship with him was extraordinarily good. He was a very good person and did
a lot for Martin Professional.”
By the time Pio left Martin Professional in 2005 he had helped to completely
overhaul the brand reputation. “This is one of the most difficult things to do, as you
can also ruin a reputation trying to do it. It takes a lot of time and effort.” As such,
he cites this as the single most important achievement in his career, with MAC
2000 acting as the catalyst.
“This was one of the most solid moving heads ever. It was never a revolution, just a
very well made moving light, reliable and cost effective. There’s no doubt they were
the best times. It was a time when being part of the Martin Professional team was
a huge privilege as the company was growing and making money.”
During the difficult post-flotation transition at various times Pio took responsibility
for Martin Professional US and also established Martin Professional France and
Martin Professional Italy; and when Ian Kirby left Martin Professional UK he also
found himself running that office.
But with the birth of his third child the pressure was beginning to tell and so he
resigned his main board directorship two years into the new millennium.
Fast forward to 13 October 2014. Announced as the new CEO of Clay Paky,
Pio had finally, and deservedly, reached the summit of an industry that he had
dominated, having done more than any individual to shepherd an industry through
its awkward teenage years into adulthood - the omnipresent face in a changing
cycle.
Knowing that his time was nigh, a critically ill Pasquale Quadri had planned his
succession to perfection. A month before his death in early September, he had
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Pio with Rick Fisher, making a donation to Light Relief

signed an agreement to transfer the ownership of Clay Paky to Osram with the
objective of providing security and further expansion for the company.
The new CEO recalls the events leading up to the transition vividly. “By the end of
2013 [Paky] knew he was sick, but he never told anyone, no-one knew.
“At the end of 2013 he told me to start planning for the sale of the company and
asked me to contact a few potential buyers. Osram had already manifested its
interest in the company at an earlier stage but Paky said it was not the right time.
With the support of KPMG we invited companies and I attended a lot of meetings,
along with our CFO, Roberto Piccinini, and COO, Valter Rossi, but Paky never
came to one. We were acting on his behalf which was a huge responsibility.”
A short list of potential buyers was drawn up but the offer from Osram was the
most suitable and most comfortable. “When Paky’s illness became more serious
he wanted to rush the process through during the summer. The night before the
[summer] holidays began he had signed the pre-agreement. He came in well
dressed and he was joking and smiling and showing optimism and we all went off
on summer holiday. By the time we got approval from the Antitrust Authority Paky
had passed away. But by then everything had already been done. He fought to
meet that date because he knew he wouldn’t survive, and after signing, he simply
relaxed and just passed away. He really took care of us.”
At that time Pio’s future role had not been defined but he was the natural
successor to take over, the king in waiting. Thus far the company has been
allowed to run autonomously, with little parental interference - saving a halfhearted attempt to introduce the Osram orange colour into the logo - and standard
integration procedures. “The integration process has been easier than I thought
although there have been a lot of compliance and quality certification issues,” Pio
confirmed. “While CE certification is self-governing, Osram wants us to go through
official third party certification for EMC, RoHS, UL approval for all products in
America and so on.”
In a reverse situation of his Michelin to Clay Paky transition first time around, he is
now looking in the face of an industrial group with a 5.1 billion Euro turnover and
34,000 employees worldwide, as opposed to the Seriate company’s 130.
And although the respect Osramhas for Clay Paky is part based on the fact the

two companies were customers, going forward Clay Paky will continue to buy from
Philips, while Osram will enter into exclusive arrangements with any competitors in
this free market.
Pio laughs at the media’s perception of competition among Western lighting
companies - dating back to the early sparring with near neighbours Coemar and emphasises that you are as likely to find him having lunch with Robe’s Josef
Valcher as picking up the phone to invite any of the world’s top LDs to see the
latest Clay Paky lights.
But mention the Chinese industry and his mood changes. “The competition
with Martin and Robe is good … I like it. Our real antagonists are those that
are competing in an unfair way with the desire to completely kill us. They don’t
have a face, and they have a business model and agenda that I have a hard
time accepting. There are no ethics and it’s killing the profits and reducing life
cycles.” By this he is referring to the ongoing problem of plagiarism and patent
infringement. “It’s ok as long as local product doesn’t infringe your IP. The problem
is defining and protecting your patent in China.” Clay Paky won 28 cases last year,
but in real terms those numbers are probably about as significant as the badger
cull in the UK.
It remains particularly prelevant in the emerging world of LED, a party which
Clay Paky were notably late in joining. This had almost seemed like a policy
decision, and Pio agreed. “Paky didn’t believe LED had enough power, quality and
consistency for professional application. He felt it was still too early. In general
lighting application the level we had reached with LED was more than suitable but
in stage lighting it was felt that there was still an enormous amount of work to do in
terms of power consistency, heat dissipation and lamp consistency over a lifetime.”
But by 2011 they had already recruited Francesco Campetella, and all that was
about to change. Soon after arriving at market the A.leda B-EYE K20 washlight
won coveted PLASA Innovation Award and LDI Debuting Product in 2013, and
this has been followed into the LED portfolio by Stormy, its strobing LED - about to
emerge as an RGBW version - and Show-Batten.
Clay Paky has now won 50 awards during its illustrious history and Pio has said
that apart from pure prestige there is an unusual fringe benefit. “[Independently
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adjudicated innovation awards] count for a lot in court when we are suing for patent
infringement. Our IP guys have emphasised just how important it is, particularly as
the judge is not a technical guy.”
Yet it has been Clay Paky’s open communication channel that has enabled them
to establish events like Knights of Illumination honouring professional lighting
designers. “No-one looks at this as a business enterprise. In fact the number of
shows Clay Paky is used on by the winners is less than 30% but we don’t care. The
awards are given independently by the STLD and ALD but our interest is to make
the lighting industry grow. We are driven by innovation,” said Pio.
Establishing products with LDs he knows requires a certain amount of face time
and physical interaction. “What I have learnt from LDs in general is they don’t care
how the product is built on the inside; all they need to know is what happens on the
outside.” And they will be supported over the lifespan of a product.
On this they again have firm policies, with a fierce determination to deliver a good
return on investment (and thus low cost of ownership) for their rental company
partners. “We have made a rule which is never to release a product that makes
another obsolete before four-to-five years. We are not selling consumer products
like Apple. We don’t have an infinite number of buyers. The number of rental
companies we sell to, and shows serviced by them, remains largely the same.
Therefore, we need to protect them so they are financially sound, and can afford to
feed our business.”
As an example, he cited Sharpy. “This was released at the end of 2010 and by the
end of 2012 there were already many copies in the market. But we only released
Mythos and SuperSharpy at the end of 2014 because we couldn’t afford to upset
our customers. We try and protect the value of what they buy to give added value to
our product on shows and tours.”
The road-map for the future is more diversification and family extension into
different rubrics. Possibly it is no coincidence that ‘Seriate’, where they are based,
translates as ‘Series’. “It will make the business more sustainable and show that we
don’t need to grow by aggression but by diversification.”
Going forward, Pio remains tight-lipped about future developments, including this
year’s Prolight+Sound in Frankfurt. But one world you won’t find them entering
anytime soon is the architectural one, and this has a lot to do with distribution
strategies. “It would mean changing too much of our culture, setting up a complete
new sales structure. TV and theatre is where we will diversify.
“What we do want to do is incorporate as many automated functions as possible.
The world is changing to automation more and more, with internal control and
sensors and functions that are self-regulated for greater efficiencies. Our real
expertise is handling complexities while at the same time making the user interface
as simple as possible. We have to be aware that there is a new generation of
technicians and LDs that are used to handling electronic complexity.”
And so as the company enters a new era, which in the short term will surely
be dominated by Mythos and SuperSharpy, how is the industry perceiving the
company’s assimilation into the corporate world? Is Clay Paky still seen as
independent? Gainsayers will argue that historically very little good has come from
forcing the entrepreneurial spirit into the corporate world, in our industry at least.
Initially, he admitted there had been perplexity. “Many stakeholders were quite
concerned and my main mission has been to reassure everyone. There was a
strong determination by Osram to let Clay Paky continue as a standalone company.
At the same time it has given us access to R&D and their legal department - as well
as manufacturing know-how. I have started to pass this message to the market and
we have reassured everyone and [assuaged] any concerns that we will be moving
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production to China.
“But the fact still remains that [many of our customers] had already experienced
acquisitions in our industry. The Vari-Lite acquisition [by Genlyte in 2002] was
never perceived as a positive one. Such a legendary company was only allowed to
survive rather than expand and the subsequent acquisition of Genlyte by Philips [in
2008] didn’t change the situation. It simply diluted Vari-Lite in its big ship. As for
Martin Professional, the Harman strategy has not been clear.”
In fact North America, where these deals take root, has had a major role to play in
Clay Paky’s fortunes. From my own perspective this is the continent on which Pio
has played some of his most brilliant hands, with the result that today the territory
represents some 20% of its turnover (as the number one market).
Manoeuvring of the sales channel had begun following the breakdown of
relationships with Blackstone Audio Visual in the late ‘80s (leading to the formation
of High End Systems/Lightwave Research). The setting up of Clay Paky Americas
had failed, and then came Jack Kelly’s Group One at the beginning of the 1990s,
and later PRG. But Pio’s appointment of Bob Gordon at ACT Lighting in 2011
proved a masterstroke.
“When I met him he was ready to take business to the next level and saw the
opportunity to match MA, with whom he had already made a success, with Clay
Paky. He was used to selling European product into America which was an
advantage and so we immediately made an agreement. This was at a time when we
were starting to release Sharpy and the combination of this and such a well known
distributor created the magic moment.
“It’s important to be well placed in both the US and UK - with Ambersphere - and
George Masek’s arrival at ACT Lighting [in 2012] has also provided added value.”
Thus Clay Paky’s brand cachet has been almost miraculously restored less than a
decade after the company had been gazing into the abyss. And lest we forget, this
has also included migrating its products into the television world.
“Convincing TV people was vitally important,” Pio conceded. “And thanks to people
like Steve Wells at Richard Martin Lighting we have been able to do that. Since
the advent of LED screens and automated beam-lights such as the Alpha Beam
300 and Sharpy, set design in TV studios now consists mainly of these lighting
elements; you find them in all shows.”
Over a span of five hours it seemed we barely scratched the surface of nearly
four decades of development. But we had alighted on a number of landmarks, not
least of which being Golden Scan, the industry fulcrum, which today is more than
25 years old, and without which Clay Paky may not have been with us today. “To
many of today’s top LDs Golden Scan remains part of their history, and few other
companies can claim such a legacy.”
And so while Pio makes no secret of the fact that he is itching to get back on the
road he couldn’t be taking his current organisational role more seriously as he
chaperones the company into the future. “It is a real honour for me to take up this
position,” he said.
But he said it is not a 24/7 routine, and he does know when to switch off. “My wife
has always been extremely patient and supportive, and I have learnt that when it’s
Friday night I am no longer obsessed with the phone.” While his two eldest offspring
are now established in the professional world, his 13 year old daughter is still at
school, but already an ardent Clay Paky fan. “When we go to shows my daughter
knows immediately if it’s a Clay Paky light.” He cites their recent trip to Rome to
see the touring version of the TV Disney Channel series Violetta Live. “She was
enthusiastic at the impact of Sharpy,” he said proudly, in a way that suggests she is
already invested in the business.

